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breezebreeze
(noun)

1. A breezebreeze is a gentle wind, and a
gale is a strong wind.

2. My favorite type of weather is
sunny with a cool breezebreeze.

3. I had to close the window the keep
the breezebreeze from blowing my
papers off my desk.

dangerousdangerous
(adjective)

1. Driving on the wrong side of the
road is dangerousdangerous.

2. A cat is usually safe, but a lion is
dangerousdangerous.

3. If something is dangerousdangerous, it can
cause harm.

insectinsect
(noun)

1. An insectinsect is often called a bug.

2. An insectinsect has six legs and three
body parts: the head, the thorax,
and the abdomen.

3. A beetle, a bee, and an ant are

each a kind of insectinsect.
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judgejudge
(verb)

1. If you judgejudge something, you form
an opinion about it.

2. He will judgejudge the pie-eating
contest and decide the winner.

3. She cannot judgejudge which jam is
best until she tastes all of them.

rottenrotten
(adjective)

1. The carrots were rottenrotten , not fresh.

2. RottenRotten  foods have gone bad and
are not safe to eat.

3. Synonyms for rottenrotten  include:
putrid, spoiled, and decayed.

scarescare
(verb)

1. If you scarescare someone, you cause
that person to feel fear.

2. Horror movies scarescare, or frighten,
me and cause me to have
nightmares.

3. My friends and I playfully scarescare
each other on Halloween.
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screamscream
(verb)

1. To screamscream  is to make a loud,
piercing sound to express great
pain or strong emotion.

2. I would screamscream , or shriek, if I saw
a tarantula inside my house.

3. Do you screamscream  at scary movies?

stickysticky
(adjective)

1. Tape is stickysticky because it easily
attaches to things.

2. The gum is wet and stickysticky, not
dry and hard.

3. StickySticky food can make your teeth
stick together.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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Definition  



breezebreeze a light, slow wind
(noun)

dangerousdangerous
able or likely to cause

harm
(adjective)

insectinsect

a small animal with six
legs, three body parts,
and usually two sets of

wings
(noun)



judgejudge to form an opinion about
(verb)

rottenrotten
old and decayed or

spoiled
(adjective)

scarescare to cause fear
(verb)



screamscream
to utter a loud, piercing

cry
(verb)

stickysticky

made of or covered with
something, such as glue

or honey, that other
things easily attach to

(adjective)



ANALOGIES
DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

talk  sweet  shark  harmless  listen  melted

rain  speak

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. InsectInsect  is to ant ...as... f ishfish is to 

2. BreezeBreeze  is to wind ...as... mistmist  is to 

3. DangerousDangerous is to harmful ...as... safesafe  is to 

4. JudgeJudge  is to decide ...as... speakspeak  is to 

5. RottenRotten is to spoiled ...as... moltenmolten is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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ANALOGIES
DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

talk  melted  sweet  rain  listen  harmless

shark  speak

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. StickySticky  is to gummy ...as... sugarysugary  is to 

2. ScreamScream is to whisper ...as... speakspeak  is to 

3. ScareScare  is to frighten ...as... saysay is to 

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

scream  dangerous  scare  judge  insect

sticky  rotten  breeze

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. Riding your bike without a helmet is very .

2. We have to throw out the eggs because they are .

3. A  is like a gentle wind.

4. An  has six legs, three body parts, and wings.

5. When you  something, you make an opinion about it.
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CLOZE SENTENCES
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Name:Name:   

dangerous  breeze  insect  scare  scream

sticky  rotten  judge

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. If you're angry with someone, it does more harm to  than
to calm down and talk.

2. Something that holds on to other things is .

3. Would it  you to ride in a hot-air balloon?
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Name:Name:   

A synonymsynonym is a word that has the same or almost the same meaning as another word. (Example:
hot/burning)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two synonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the synonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

dangerousdangerous
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

insectinsect
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

rottenrotten
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

scarescare
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

screamscream
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

A synonymsynonym is a word that has the same or almost the same meaning as another word. (Example:
hot/burning)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two synonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the synonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

stickysticky
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. A breezebreeze  is caused by .

2. Two things that scarescare  me are .

3. One kind of insectinsect  is .

4. It is unfair to judgejudge  people by the way they .

5. The rottenrotten apples smell like .

6. It is dangerousdangerous to .

7. I would screamscream if .

8. The stickysticky  candy is .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. A breeze is one type of
moving .

2. The  river looked
dangerous.

3. How many legs does an
insect have?

4. If you judge a contest, you 
.

5. A rotten vegetable smells,
feels, and looks .

a water
b air
c earth

a rough
b calm
c smooth

a An insect has six legs.
b An insect has two legs.
c An insect has eight legs.

a are in the contest
b are the winner
c decide the winner

a fresh
b delicious
c bad

6. What is another word for
scare?

7. You probably would not
scream if you saw a 

.

8. Sticky glue  things
together.

a frighten
b anger
c cheer up

a really scary movie
b plate of spaghetti
c huge bug near your bed

a nails
b holds
c snaps
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breeze
Place

picture
here.

dangerous

insect



judge
Place

picture
here.

rotten
Place

picture
here.

scare



scream

sticky


